
ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH LIBRARIES OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

JOlN 

PROGRAM 

1:00 P.M. - 2:00P.M. 

Speaker: Marjorie Gersh, Day School Librarian, 
Stephen s. Wise Temple 

A practical approach to the use of Jewish children's literature, including fiction, 
in the classroom where time is limited. Sample materials will be provided. 

2:00 P.M. - 3:00 P.M. 

Librarians exchanging ideas and successful library projects. 

3:00 P.M. - 3:30 P.M. 

Business meeting 

DATES TO REMEMBER 
JAN. 12, 1981 - AJLSC BOARD MEETING - 7:30P.M. - StephenS. Wise Library - R.S.V.P. 
FEB. 8, 1981 - AJLSC GENERAL MEETING - 7:30 P.M. 
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PRESIDENT'' S CORNER 

The next General Meeting of the AJLSC (December 1, 1980) will be held in con
junction with a very important educational happening in Los Angeles--THE SHARE-IN. 

The Share-In will attempt to deal with all aspects of Day School Education. 
For those who are £2! Day School Librarians, there is a definite place for you 
also at this program. The afternoon programs will present an opportunity for 
librarians to share programming ideas which are always adaptable to the afternoon 
or week-end school. For those librarians intimately involved with the Day Schools, 
this Share-In should provide us with a great deal of input into future programming. 

As a meeting of the AJLSC will follow the conclusion of the Share-In at 
3:00 o'clock, I hope to see you all there. 

Happy Hanukkah. ~ 
Marjori'e Gersh 
(Phones: Library 
( Home 

476-8561,) 
 ) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
LIBRARIANS INVITED TO PARTICIPATE 

IN ISRAEL TEACHERS SEMINAR 

Marjorie Gersh, Day School Librar
ian, and Barbara Leff, Head Librarian 
at Stephen s. Wise Temple will be 
joining SSWT day school te~chers study
ing at the Greenberg Institute in 
Jerusalem, Dec. 18, 1980 - Jan. 4, 1981. 
Focusing on Jerusalem, courses will 
include literature, geography, history, 
and "within Jewish tradition". They 
will also be touring the country. The 
Temple is subsidizing a considerable 
portion of their costs because Marje 
and Barbara work so closely with the 
teachers and supplementary/day school 
curriculum. SSWT goals are to bring 
back teaching materials, help develop 
curriculum on Jerusalem and Israel, and 
give workshops in the community. 

* * * * * * * * * * 

AJLSC LIBRARY LIGHT is distributed free 
to AJLSC members. Send articles to 
Editors: Renee Hurewitz, 

 
or Dorothy Steiner,  

. DEADLINE for 
JAN/FEB LIBRARY LIGHT is Jan. 12, 1981. 
Permission to reprint granted when 
credit given to "Assn. of Jewish 
Libraries of So. Calif. LIBRARY· LIGHT". 

USC FRIDAY FORUM CONTINUES 

Many of the continuing education 
sessions of the USC School of Library 
and Information Management are applicable 
to our Judaica librarians: 

Dec. 12 - The information function of the 
library; a new look at reference service 

Jan. 9 - Creative management in libraries 
and information centers 

*Feb. 26/Mar. 25 - Encouraging the Oral 
Tradition 

Mar. 14 - Understanding Children's Films 
(co-sponsored with The American Center of 
Films for Children) 

Mar. 20 - Automation Update 
Apr. 10 - Action Research--Employing 

Research in Decision Making 
May 1 - Microcomputers 
May 8 - Staff Development 
May 22 - Workshop for Para-professionals 

All sessions scheduled for 9:30 A.M.-3:00 P.M. 
except *Thurs. eves., 6:30- 9:00P.M. 

Each session is $30, lunch included. 
Evening sessions (*) are $30 for the two 
evenings. Six or more full-day sessions 
are $25 each. Parking is $2. 

Pre-register at least 2 days before class 
by phone (213) 743-4146 (Louise Parsons), 
or last minute (~hour before session). 
Any questions regarding applicability to 
Judaica librarianship, call Barbara Leff 

. 
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PROGRESS REPORT 

In accordance with the mandate of the 
AJLSC membership, steps are being taken, 
in cooperation with Jewish Resources, to 
apply for a grant -- enabling us to re
peat and expand upon our successful 1977 
city-wide Jewish Book Month observance. 
in 1982. A preliminary grant proposal 
has already been drafted, but before we 
can proceed, AJLSC must obtain official 
non-profit organization status. 

One pre-requisite for this is the naming 
of an AJLSC steering committee. The 
following people have been proposed: 

3 

RITA FRISCHER, ADAIRE KLEIN, BARBARA 
LEFF, JOANN LESSER, and DOROTHY STEINER. 

Because time is of the essence, we are 
notifying our general membership of 
their nomination through Library Light. 
If no objections or additional nomina
tions are received by November 26, 
these names will be submitted. 

Comments or suggestions should be offered 
to President MARJORIE GERSH at 6 
(home), or 476-8561 (library). 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
USED BOOKS MOVE 

The entire collection of the Shtetl 
Used Book Store in Los Angeles was pur
chased by Sherman Oaks ''Wholesale" 
Bookshop, which also has new books at 
"wholesale" prices, and antiquarian 
books. Address: 14566 Ventura Blvd., 
Sherman Oaks, Ca. 91403 (213) 501-
3664; open 7 days a week. (They also 
buy, sell and trade.) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

EXHIBITS WORTH ATTENDING 

California Library Association's 
82nd annual convention will be held at 
Pasadena Convention Center, Decem-
ber 6-10, 1980. 

Exhibits, free to non-CLA members, 
are scheduled for: 

Sunday, Dec. 7 - 1 to 5 P.M. 
Monday, Dec. 8 - 10 A.M. - 7 P.M. 
Tuesday, Dec. 9 - 10 A.M. - 4 P.M. 

For information on program and con
vention registration, write CLA, 
717 "K" St., Sacramento, Ca. 95814. 

NOV. /DEC. 1980 

HUC SCHEDULES LIBRARY CLASS 
IN THE SPRING 

Hebrew Union College again renews 
its commitment to Judaica librarianship 
by sponsoring a class for Judaica 
librarians starting tbe week of 
Feb. 9, 1981, for 16 weeks, 2 hours 
a week. Instructor will be Barbara Leff, 
HUC faculty member and Head Librarian at 
Stephen S. Wise Temple, with guest 
lecturers. 

An undergraduate course geared to the 
needs of the community, students will 
have the option to express their course 
content preference, e.g. Cataloging 
(Elazar), QE Library Management, QE The 
,Library in a Jewish School Setting--
geared to both supplementary (afternoon) 
and day schools. Bureau of Jewish Educa
tion credits given toward librarian 
salary increase. 

A descriptive flyer is enclosed, with 
a return tear-off form. Contact Barbara 
or leave message at . 

k k * * * * * * * * * * * 
HELP WANTED! ! ! 

A librarian position is available in 
the Jewish Community Library of Los 
Angeles. Candidate must qualify for 
CETA Title VI. Call Hava Ben-Zvi at 
852-1234, ext. 3202. 

Part-time librarian needed at Wilshire 
Blvd. Temple. For further details con
tact Zhita Elvord in the evening at 

 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * 

EXPERIMENT LAUNCHED 

The Jewish Community Library of Los 
Angeles at 6505 Wilshire Blvd. has begun 
an experimental program to expand its 
service to the community. Until the end 
of August, 1981, the library will be open 
Sunday afternoons from 1 to 5 P.M. 

To augment this program, Dorothy 
Schroeder, retired librarian of Wilshire 
Blvd. Temple, has joined the staff and 
will be on duty on alternate Sundays. 
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'lHE EMBATTLED BACKLIST 
Excerpted from an editorial in the Oct. t, 1980 Library Journal 

Librarians who are often forced to purchase books years after their orig
inal publication, have never been completely happy with the average life of a 
book--that is, the length of time it stays in print and in stock. Many titles 
are often lost to the trade before they have been purchased for library 
collections. 

Now as a result of Internal Revenue Service ruling 80-60, upheld by the 
Supreme Court in January, 1979, publishers are faced with the hard choice of 
paying taxes on the full value of books in their warehouses, rather than on 
the depreciated value determined by their accountants in standard business 
practice that have traditionally dictated what tax a publisher would pay on 
backlist inventory. It has been estimated that for even small or medium 
sized publishers the resulting increase in taxes could be more than a million 
dollars. The publisher who wishes to avoid this tax bite has two other options. 
Lucky publishers can sell the books for whatever they can demand on the re
mainder market, or, failing that, unlucky ones will be better off if they 
destroy the books. 

Now that Congress has reconvened a number of possibilities to exempt 
publishers from the tax on baeklist titles will come up. In addition to strong 
testimony from leaders of the industry, Senator Russell Long 1 s Senate Finance 
Committee has received strong support for relieving publishers of this new tax 
burden from ALA 1 s Eileen Cooke. Representative Barber Conable of New York has 
introduced two bills, HR7390 and HR7704, to give publishers relief from the 
retroactive taxes on their 1979 inventories. Senator Long has included similar 
relief in a major tax bill, S 2805. No legislation is pending to save the 
backlists from full value taxes after 1979. 

The IRS ruling can only increase the pressure on an already embattled 
publishing industry to stick to safe, quick selling titles and avoid books 
which will not succeed in one tax year. For libraries this means that the 
problem of an already short life for most backlist titles will get worse. 

Write your representative or senator and tell him/her about the backlist 
tax. It might help to send a letter to the Chairman of the Senate Finance Comm, 
and/or the House Ways and Means Committee. For years we 1ve been urging publishers 
to keep books alive on their backlists, and now it appears that we 1 ll have to 
urge Congress to help them make it worthWhile. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
WHAT TO DO WITH OLD YIDDISH BOOKS 

A nationwide effort to rescue old Yiddish books has begun in Amherst, Mass. 
The National Yiddish Book Exchange, a non-profit organization, invites donations 
of Yiddish books and periodicals from anywhere in the United States or Canada. 

Books will be brought to a central repository where they will be restored, 
catalogued and shelved, and then made available for sale to teachers, students, 
and university librarians. 

They are asking that you package books and mail them directly to the 
National Yiddish Book Exchange, 10 Main Street, Florence, Mass, 01060. Ship 
by Parcel Post, 11Library Book Rate. 11 If requested, reimbursement for shipping 
expenses will be provided. 

For further information regarding tax deduction, exchange credit, etc. 
contact Mr. Aaron Lansky, National Yiddish Book Exchange, P.O. Box 969, 
Amherst, Mass. 01004. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
by Muriel Moster, Volunteer, 

Sinai Temple Library 

NOV. /DEC. 1980 

Elon, Amos. Timetable. 
postscript, notes. 

Garden City, New York, Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1980. 349 p. 
$10.95. 

The dramatic story of Joel Brand's frustrating attempt to save Jewish lives 
from Nazi crematoria during World War II is recounted again in Timetable. Through 
an arrangement with Eichmann, the Hungarian Jewish emissary was permitted to 
travel to Istanbul in order to attempt to obtain needed war supplies from the 
Allies in exchange for otherwise doomed Jews. 

The horror we feel at his tragic failure is no less diminished for our being 
familiar with the behind-the-scenes maneuverings on diplomatic levels. The Israeli 
author has accomplished his purpose well. Brand initially was suspect to many of 
his fellow Jews. Once he gained greater confidence he had to cope anew with the 
intracacies of bureaucratic procedures. The reader is aghast as the representative 
of the free countries ask what their nations would do with a million Jews! It 
would be preferable to win the war and then let the survivors--if there were any, 
have Prussia for a homeland, they claimed. 

Written as a novel, Timetable is basically authentic, documented with actual 
newspaper articles of the time, and copies of telegrams and letters sent by 
officials-•British, Palestinian Jews, Americans, Germans. 

The writing itself is almost simplistic, but such dramatic material perhaps 
needs nothing more. Its impact is precisely what it should be--one of anger at 
the heartlessness of the nations of the world who were really not interested in 
rescuing Jews, but in saving face with conferences and consultations. 

Because actual people, dead and still alive, are involved in this story, its 
poignancy is greater, its meaning closer to our hearts, and its historical signifi
cance is starkly realistic; particularly because the Jewish people, while fortified 
with the founding of the State of Israel, are still disdained and victimized. 

* * * * * * * * * 

Demetz, Hana. The House on Prague Street. New York, St. Martin's Press, 1980. 
$8.95 

The author, daughter of a Jewish mother and a German father, 
living in Prague, Czechoslovakia when World War II was declared. 
childhood of peace and plenty, she was catapulted into a world of 
and suffering, losing everyone she loved. 

was 11 years old, 
From a protected 
fear, deprivation, 

Her story is related dispassionately, almost factually, from stating that her 
Jewish grandfather disliked people who saw themselves as Jews rather than Czechs to 
telling about the letter her father received from civic officials in which he was 
advised that he must divorce his Jewish wife or face irrunediate 11retirement. 11 

Deepest emotion occurs when she falls in love with a German officer. 

While the dust jacket compares the impact of this book to The Diary of Anne 
Frank, we cannot quite agree. Anne Frank's writing was an on-the-spot journal, 
the poignant work of a remarkable teenager. The House on Prague Street was 

Please turn to page 6 
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originally written in German by the author as an adult in 1970, at least 25 years 
rafter the war and translated by her into English this year. There is a differ

ence in the effect on the reader. 

One would wish the author had brought us up-to-date, in a postscript perhaps, 
as to which side of her mixed heritage she remained loyal in the years since her 
story ended. What she does relay is worthy Holocaust literature, being factual 
and realistic; characterizations are well-portrayed and very human. Her writing 
is a just tribute, .recalling that her mother would ordinarily have protected her 
from the sights and sounds of Nazi cruelties, but instead sadly urged, "let her 
see it all; someone has to remember." 

She shares the tragedy of those years and we are more insightful for her 
recollections. 

********* 
Morgan, Carole. Heirlooms. New York, Macmillan Publishing, 1980. 315 p. $11.95. 

If a reviewer may be permitted to say so, the price is too much for what the 
reader receives in this book. Perhaps, one expects too much of "heirlooms." When 
they are transmitted from •ne generation to another, doesn't that imply some 
measure of worthiness, something of value, some reason for the family's perpetuat
ing the ownership! 

The generations in this family really do not have much to transmit that is 
worth prizing, such as tradition~, culture, or esprit de corps. The inheritance 
that is transmitted from one to another is less one of family treasures than of 
emotional hand-me-downs. 

To the author's credit, her ability to evoke family high and low points in 
day to day existence is admirable. She devotes each chapter to a highlight in 
their lives, never losing the continuity of the story. Her characterizations are 
strongly delineated, making for a study in human nature and family entanglements. 
The reader becomes enmeshed in the complex interactions and emotions of a group of 
people who are frustrated, oppressed, and tormented by their blood ties. They 
live in a cauldron that is always about to boil over. Their emotions are super
charged and they stifle one another by being uncharitable, argumentive, and by 
demeaning:one.another. 

Should this book be considered for a Jewish library? It contains little of 
Jewish content. True, the family has an immigrant Jewish background, but once 
they arrived in America, they maintained almost nothing of the Jewish way of life 
that is positive and beautiful. Although this is true of so many Jewish families, 
the lives in this book offer little of positive Jewish content to enhance and 
educate a reader's background about our heritage. As with so many American Jewish 
families, a legacy of Jewish values, culture, and tradition was not among the 
"heirlooms" willed from one generation to another. 

* * * * * * * * * 
Kohan, Rhea. Hand-Me-Downs. New York, Random House, 1980. 373 p. $10.95. 

This is another in the recent outpouring of novels covering the family lives 
of three generations of women. Hand-Me-Downs is primarily the turbulent story of 
a very strange woman of shtetl background and of one of her daughters, who, after 
her marriage has three daughters. One of the girls, named after this grandmother, 
is referred to as a "bad seed" because so many of her character traits are reminis
cent of that unconventional woman, 
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BOOK REVIEWS con. 

The dust jacket states that this is a "Jewish family," although the charac
ters do not enhance Jewishness in any way, shape, or form. More accurately, the 
book is ab.out a family who happens to be Jewish. Few aspects of Judaism ever 
have any influence on their lives. They do gather for Friday night dinners, but 
for all the special significance they hold, the meals might just as well be on 
Sundays after church. It is only a time of the week to be all together, for 
Mother to be manipulative and for the others to argue with and be critical of 
each other. 

There really is no reason to designate this a "Jewish" book. Recognition of 
tradition and appreciation of heritage are lacking, and participation and interest 
in ceremony have no role in the lives of the characters. Perhaps it is because 
of such passivity that their lives are so stressful, but then the plot would be 
different. 

The dialogue is witty, clever, funny and the observations clever. How the 
writer writes is more worthy at times than about what and whom she writes. There 
is much material and language of a sexual nature which some readers may find 
offensive. 

* * * * * * * * * 

COOKBOOK REVIEW 
by Claudia Katz, 

Stephen s. Wise Temple Library 

Seaman, Dorothy and Smith, Paula. Not Chopped Liver! The Kosher Way to Cook 
Gourmet. Jetsand Press, 1978. 338 p. $10.75. 

This is a unique and totally different kosher bookbook containing gourmet 
recipes adapted for the kosher table. It includes French, Italian, Viennese, 
Indian, and Chinese gourmet recipes that can be made in a kosher kitchen. All 
the ingredients are by nature kosher and all the dishes are fleishig. Vegetable 
dishes and desserts are included; where necessary these are made with non-dairy 
ingredients. 

The book is divided by the various courses s~rved during a meal. The usual 
holiday recipes do not appear in this book. There is an authentic Chinese 
section which includes a glossary, special instructions, and Jewish sayings that 
may be put into your homemade fortune cookies. 

The overall format of the book has been planned to be helpful to the cook. 
Each page contains no more than two recipes with the ingredients written in 
logical sequence and numbered. The type is unusually large, making it easy to 
read ingredients through glasses smeared by cooking. Following many of the 
recipes are suggestions for the use of leftovers which is greatly appreciated by 
one who does not relish throwing things out. Recipes can be found easily in the 
index since they are not listed by "glamorous" names but by their main ingredients. 

This reviewer prepared two unusual side dishes, a carrot salad and a celery 
casserole. The results were very good and well received by my family. I chose 
the recipes because they could be made ahead of time. In conclusion, I highly 
recommend this book be included in your cookbook collection. 

P.S. 30% Library discount when ordered directly from the publisher: 

Also available in paperback 

Jetsand Press 
Box 17052 
West Hartford, Ct. 06117 
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PAPERBACK PUBLICATION 
by 

Rita Frischer, Librarian 
Sinai Temple 

NOV./DEC. 1980 

On November 1, 1980, Barbara Leff and I attended a symposium on Juvenile 
paperback publication and distribution titled, npaper/Media/Mania" presented by 
the California Library Association, ·Children 1 s Services Section, and the 
California Media and Library Educatiors Association, Southern Section. After a 
welcome by Dr. Robert Grover of CMLEA-SS and USC School of Library Science, we 
heard the following speakers: 

1. George Nicholson, Editor-in-Chief, Delacorte Press Young Readers Books/ 
Dell Yearling/Laurel-Leaf, who gave a brief history of juvenile paperbacks. 
Starting with the dime "Horatio Alger" type novels of the late 1800's, he moved 
through 1939 (when Pocket Books started and soon became the generic name for 
softcovers) to World War II when the paper shortage and the demand for reading 
material for the troops saw an explosion in this kind of publication. After 
World War II, children's pb publication was almost entirely handled by 
Scholastic who used teachers as unpaid distribution agents. With rising costs 
in the 60's, paperbacks became more importan~ and in 1965 Dell decided to move 
into expanded children's publication, starting Laurel-Leaf and Yearling. The 
first high quality pbs came when Dell convinced Harper & Row to sell them E.B. 
White's CHARLOTTE'S WEB and STUART LITTLE for reprint. This upgraded the image 
of juvenile paperback publication, and eventually the usual Young Adult genre 
pbs (mysteries, sports, romance) were abandoned for the most part, as pb's 
handled solid values, heavy content and deeper issues, reflecting the concerns 
of the turbulent 60's. Now, however, genre publication is coming full circle 
and there is once again a demand for escapist fare in Young Adult books. 

2. Doris Bass, Sales Manager for Schools and Colleges, Bantam Books, spoke 
of the problems of marketing and distribution, defined such terms as "mass 
market pb's" (rack sized and designed to get into 60,000-80,000 outlets) and 
"trade" pb 1 s (books with paper cover but NOT rack sized). Most hardcover houses 
now have a trade pb line. "Merchandized juveniles" are non-books, pop-ups, game 
books, etc., of the kind handled by Random and Grosset & Dunlop. The real "mass 
market" in juveniles has come from hardcover houses who specialize in such 
authors as Seuss, Richard Scarry, etc. "Originals" are books directly published 
in paper (40% of Bantam's list is now original publication). Bass stated that 
Bantam is moving into hardcover now and predicts that ten years from now, dis
tinctions will have disappeared. 

In the area of distribution, Bass said that few publishers support a direct 
sales force for libraries and schools, making it necessary for us to deal with a 
"channel"--a jobber or wholesaler or an independent distributor. She also 
recommended School Book Fairs as an excellent distribution device from the pub
lisher's standpoint. With such huge distribution as rack pb's have, jobbers can
not waste time or space on slow movers. For this reason, 30 days is not an un
common life span for a rack pb--30 days from publication to the distributor to 
the scrapheap! Some houses retain slow movers on a backlist, but only if they 
are such dependable titles as "Catcher in the Rye" or ''A Separate Peace." 

This inability to ride with a slow mover until it catches on is part of the 
reason behind the move back to genre YA publication. By producing a certain 
number of popular types, publishers assure sales; by the same token, Bantam (which 
issues 33 new books each month) must kill off existing titles rapidly to make room. 

For our acquisition purposes, there is llQ publication or bibliographic 

Please turn to page 9 




